
STATE WRESTLING 2023
We’re giving your wrestlers 50 chances at a $100,000

payday! At the end of the upcoming June cycle, a gigantic

battle royal will be held in every state of the U.S., and

the last grappler standing at each will take home the

imaginary money, as well as a state title that won’t have

to be defended until next year! Sound good?

Each free-for-all will be decided with a different “hold

order.” As an example, if the hold order for Pennsylvania

were 12, 5, 10, 8, 3, etc., then a wrestler with a 45-point

hold in the 12th position of their strategy would win that

state title. If more than one wrestler had a 45-point hold

in the 12th spot in their strategy, the values of the 5th holds

in all their strategies would be compared as a tiebreaker.

If necessary, the values of their 10th, then 8th, then 3rd

holds, etc. would be compared, with point flow being used

as a final tiebreaker.

To get in on the fun, neatly print the ID numbers of your

wrestlers on the back of this page, to the right of the names

of the state battle royals you want them to try to win.

Enclose $1 for every two entries, so if you are entering one

wrestler into six tournaments, you’ll need to include an extra

$3 with your June cycle matches. The same wrestler may go

after one, two, or even all 50 state titles!

Will you be content to stand victorious in your own home

state, or set your sights on an entire region of the country?

One thing is certain: if you don’t play, you won’t get paid,

so sign up today!

NOTES: You may enter as many of your wrestlers into as many

state tournaments as you wish, but every two entries must be

accompanied by the $1 fee, and you may not enter the same

wrestler into the same state tournament more than once.

Entries received without the proper contest fees are ineligible.

The IWA is not responsible for late or misdirected entries.

You must submit your contest entries with your regular league

matches, since they will be processed at the same time.
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